ERN 1.6.5c Release Notes

1. Ghosted Enrolment Form Changes

a. Reports: A new section has been included in the Report - Ghosted Enrolment – Medical Details. The Medical Details option will allow the printing of the new Medical Addendum section separately.

b. When the new Medical Addendum is printed for an ERN Converted health condition it will print the Health Condition Notes. See the example below.

c. When the new Medical Addendum is printed for a Health Condition Need of “Other Health Condition or Other High Risk Health Condition” the Health Condition Notes will be printed. See the example below.

d. When the new medical Addendum is printed for a Health Condition Need of “Allergy Other” the Health Condition Notes will be printed. See the example below:
2. **Medical Flag Summary**
   The Medical Flag summary pop-up now displays the Health Condition Notes.

![Medical Flag Summary](image)

3. **Ambulance Report from Student Enquiry**
   The Health Conditions notes for Health conditions has been expanded and wrapped to print all the notes per condition.

![Ambulance Report](image)

4. **Reports – Exporting to Excel**
   An issue exporting a notes field with text containing carriage returns has been rectified.
5. Deleting a Doctor connected to a Student Health Condition

A warning message will be displayed if you try to delete a doctor that is connected to a Student Health Condition. Selecting OK will delete the doctor and remove the link to the Health Condition. Selecting Cancel will not delete the doctor.

6. Printing the Health Condition from the Health Condition Screen

Selecting the Print option from the Health Condition screen will now include the Health Condition Notes in the PDF created.
7. Student Suspensions and Leaving Dates.

a. A warning message is now displayed if you try to mark a student as Leaving or Left within a Student Suspension period.

The leaving date can be on or after the suspension end date. Therefore the end date of a suspension may need to be aligned with the students leaving date.

b. A warning message is now displayed if you try to mark a student as Leaving or Left within a Student Suspension period.

Student Suspension end dates must before or on the Leaving or Left Date.